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1 Introduction 

In the standard theory of Vavilov- Cerenkov radiation created by I.E. 
Tamm and I.M. Frank [1 ], a relativistic particle moving with a veloc
ity fJ through a medium with a coefficient refraction n > 1, radiates 
photons in the direction e (cosO=jn). If the velocity of this particle is 
equal to fJ = ~, this radiation disappears. However, it is obvious, due · 
to common reasons, that at the velocity of the particle which is equal 
to the velocity of the light in the medium fJ=~, the radiation (caused 
by polarization of the medium) should exist [2]. This radiation must 
be strictly in the direction 0=0, i.e., in the direction of the velocity 
vector of the particle. And, probably, when the velocity of the particle 
is less than that of the light in this medium, this radiation is expected 
to disappear. 

This work deals with the formal physical description of passing of 
the relativistic particle through the medium. Besides, to expand the 
Tamm- Cerenkov theory, it is necessary to include the radiation of the 
relativistic particle at its velocity equal (or near) to the light velocity 
in the medium (fJ o:e ~). The refraction coefficient of the medium is 
supposed to be a complex value. 

2 Field around the charged particle in the medium 

The field of the charged relativistic particle is given by the Lienard
Wiechert potential [3]. If we fasten the center of the counting system 
to the charged particle in a certain direction, then the physical picture 
of the processes becomes more clear. For example, the field of this 
particle is not central symmetric and the characteristics of the field of 
the particle in the transverse direction change by the factor 'Y = )...;,. 

y 1-P' 
If we consider the field of this particle over the distance ~, it is clear 
that when the velocity of this ralativistic particle is (J, the field around 
this particle acquires an ellipsoid form (or the form of a thin disk) with 
Rtran = ~ in the transverse direction. 
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It is interesting to know the form of the relativistic particle field 
in the medium when its velocity {3 is bigger than the velocity of the 
light in the medium (n > 1). Thevelocity of the light in the medium 
is c• = "-, therefore the field around the particle will spread out in this 
--_________ - -- ~ - - - - -- --- - --~-- 00 ,_: -------- - -'"---'--- _,-- • 

II1ediuin with the velocity. c• (which is less than c) and the field will 
remain behind this relativistic parti~ie. The triangle of the velocities 
of this particle in the medium has the following form: 

v=c 

6' 

. 6' c 1 
Slll = -=-, 

· vn f3n 

6'="!..-6. 
2 .. 

c'=£ 
n 

So, we can see that the field around the relativistic particle ( v > C') 
has the form of a thin surface film of a rotation cone with the slope 
angle 6' to the direction of the moving particle, and 6' is determined 
by the value sin 61 = j.. Then, the larger the refraction coefficient n 
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is, the smaller the scope angle of the surface of the Totat.ion cone is 
obtained (see work [4]). 

When the charged particle is moving through the medium. this 
medium is polarized. The direction of polarization must lw transverse 
to the· surface of the rotation cone. If the· velocity of the charged par
ticle is higher (or equal) than the iight velocit.y in the medium. then 
this inedium remains polarized after passing ~f this charged part.icle 
through it. This poJariz;,_tion will be t.al,en off by radiation of photons 
in the direction of this polarization. 

3 Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation of.a relativistic par~ 
tide in a medium (expansion of the Theory) 

The classic theory of Vavilov -Cnenkov radiat.ion was creatvd by I.E. 
Tamm a!)d I.M. Frank [1]. The equation for t.Jw, charged part.ide mov- · 
ing through the medium in the direction z (in t.he c~·liudrk'al <·om·di
nates p, ¢, z) has the form: 

where 

82F 18F 2 4 - + -- + s F = --6(p). 
ap2 Pap r.p 

2 
s2 = ':':__(f32n2 - 1) 

v2 

( 1) 

(2) 

(n is a real value). 
following form: 

Equation ( 1) out of t.he region p = 0 has th<' 

82F lfJF 2 op2 +Pop + s F = 0. (3) 

The solution of equation (3) has the form: 
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I F = c,Ha'l(sp) + c2Ha2l(sp), (4) 

if s is an imaginary value, then s -+ is and 

F =c,Ha1l( -isp) + c2Ha2l( -isp). (5) 

In case when the particle velocity is small, i.e. [3n < 1, sin (5) is~ 
a real value, then the physical solution of ( 5) has the form: 

~H<'l( ~ ) F =' o zsp , 

and asymptotic expression of F when sp ~ 1 is 

F = J!.i exp ( -sp). 

(6) 

From this equation we can see that in this case the radiation does 
not take place. 

If the velocity of the charged particle in the medium is f3n > 1, 
then for the diveregence wave we have 

F = -iHa2
\sp), 

where s = !;1yl f32n2 - 1. 
v 

The asymptotic expression ofF in (7) has the following form: 

F=~ 2 
exp(iw(t-=-)-isp+i:':), 

ITSp V 4 

w >0, 

or 

4 

(7) 

(8) 

\\ 
}1 

J 

F ~ (
. ( zcosiJ+psiniJ) ~IT) = -exp zw t- +z-

4
, 

ITSp ~ U ~ 

where u =£. n 

(9) 

The full energy of the Vavilov- Cerenkov radiation in the medium is 

1 
dW == e

2 
jwdw(1 - f32n2). 

dt c2 
(10) ~ 

So, this radiation exists only if f32n2 > 1. When f32n2 = 1, this 
radiation disappears. 

As we have already stressed above, it is~ difficult to understand why 
the cases f32n2 > 1 and f32n2 = 1 are broken. In the latter case the 
particle moves through the medium with the light velocity and th~ 
medium is polarized and therefore radiation in the forward direction 
(cos IJ = 1 ) should take place. This result is a consequence of the 
supposition that n is a real value in equation (1 ). In the real case, in 
general, n is a complex value and 

€ = €[ + i€2. (11) 

If •2 = 0, then 

€ = €1 = n2 (12) 

So, in the common case, the expession for sin (1) gets the following 
form: ~ 

2 2 
s2 = w2 (({32€!- 1) + if32•2) = w2 (a+ ib), 

v v 
(13) 

where q = {32•1 - 1, b = {32€2. 
Then in equations (4) or (5) the term (sp) must be a complex value. 
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From (13) we obtain 

w . 
s = ;(s• + zd), 

where S' = y;;+~, 
d - -Fb"""'= - V2v'a+v'a2+b' · 

The full energy of the Vavilov- Cerenkov radiation is 

where 

1 
dW = e

2 

jwdw(1-(J2n,2), 
dt c2 . 

1 1 tj 
-=Re · =-2--2. 
n•2 EJ+i€2 €1+€2 

In case fJV€1 = 1 (i.e. a= 0) we obtain 

(14) 

(15) 

dW e2 € e2 i32€2 
-d = 2 J wdw(1- fJ2( 2

1 
2)) = 2 J wdw(( . e! 2)). (16) t C EJ + Ez C 1 + 1 E2 

So, we see that if fJ = ~'the Vavilov- Cerenkov radiation is ,defined 
by expression (16) and differs from zero (in this equation the absorption 
part is not taken into account). The probability of this radiation is 
proportional to E§. The direction of this radiation is IJ = 0. 

We should stress that, except the absorption coefficient , the imag
inary part of Im n'2 = E2 also includes the term responsible for the 
energy losses at f3 ~ ~' i.e., losses at the light barrier. 

4 Conclusion 

In the Vavilov-Cerenkov theory the radiation goes in the direction IJ 
(cos IJ = j.) and the full energy of radiation per one length is given by 

equation (10). According to equation (10), at the point. IJ = 0 (fJ = ! ) . . 
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the energy radiation is zero. However, it is obvious that the radiation 
at this point cannot be equal to zero (i.e. at the particle velocity equal 
to the light velocity in the medium).There is a strict indication of the 
existence of this radiation [2]. 

We have taken into account. the fact that in any real medium the 
refraction coefficient is a complex value E = EJ + iE2, and in this case 
we have obtained that in the extended Vavilov- Cerenkov theory the 
charged particle also radiates photons when fJ = ~ in the forward 
direction IJ = 0. The probability of this radiation is proportional to E~. 

We would like to emphasize one possibility to solve the problem 
which appears in the Electrodynamics .of the medium-· the problen1 
of infinity of the values at the point fJ = ~. For example. the energy of 
the relativistic particle in the medium ( n) 

m 
E = v'l fJ2n2 

has singularity at fJ = ~. 
It is possible to avoid the singularity: if we take a real medium with 
E = EJ + iE2 and 

m 
E= JlfJ2€ 

then ReE = E' has the following form: 

E'= mf . 
J(l - fJ2EJ)2 + (fJ2Ed' 

where 
j2(1- {J2E1) + .j(l- (J2EI)2 + (i)2E2)2 

!= = 
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at fJ2
<1 = 1 

, 1n 
E = {3y"'€2. 

Now E' has no singularity. 
An analogous example exists in the Particle Physics where the cross 

section of the particle production does not have infinity at the point of 
resonance, for the particle has a width of decay r ( m = m 2 + if) (see 
the Breit- Wigner equation for the cross section). 

The author expresses profound gratitude to Prof. A.A. Tyapkin for 
attracting his interest to the problem of Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation at 
the velocity {3 = ~ and discussions. 
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, Eeunoes X.M. E2-'l7-31 
HJJiylfeHwe Baswnona-lJepeHKona s cpene 
C HCH~JICBhlM KO::>QJcJ:ntUHCHTOM • HOntOUlCIHUI 

06cy)K.U3CTC}I ·pacnpe.UCJlCHHC n0JT5:1 BOKpyr 33p5DKCIIHOfi li3CTHUhl B Cpene. 

noKa3biB3CTC51, 4TO H311YJ.JCHHC BaBHJlOBa-4epeHKOBa cymecTnyeT H.B C)t}'l-lae. Korna 
cKopocn. lJ_aCTHUbl pasHa cKopocTH cneTa s cpen~. Ope.LUlaraeTca· npocToA cnoco6 
.llJlSI H36C)f(3HH51 CHUI)'l151pt!OCTeH ·B ::meKTp0JlHH3MHKC CHJIOWHOH CpC}lbl. 

Pa6oTa BLmonHeHa ~ Jla6opaTopiut csepxBhiCOKHX 3UeprwH 0115111. 

Coo6meHue OfuemtHCHHOW mtcTUryra liHepHblx ~:~Cc.<IeJIOBattnli.Jly6Ha, 1997 

Beshtoev Kh.M. E2-97-31 
The Vavilov-'Cerenkov Radiation in a Medium 
with a Nonzero Absorption Coefficient 

Distribution of the field around a charged relativistic particle in a medium 'is 
dis.cussed. It is shown that the Vavilov-Cerenkov radiation exists in the case when 
the velocity of the charged particle is, equal to the velocity of light in the medium. 
A simple approach is proposed to avoid singularity in the medium Electrodynamics. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, 
JINR. , . 
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